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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
u~ length of the ith operative period 
v~ length of the ,ith inoperative period 
wi length of time the operative system spends in the ith zone 
A~ zones of the system 
a, f~, ~ respective parameters of the exponential distributions of 
ui ,  v,, and wl 
z(t) state of the control system at time t 
x(t) time since the system was last operative 
F(t, k) probability the system is inoperative at time t and z(t) = k 
G(t, k, a) probability the system is operative at time t, z(t) = k, and 
x(t) < a 
[x] greatest integer less than or equal to x 
X abstract space 
R + nonnegative r a] numbers 
F collection of functions from R + to X 
ft R+ X F 
r~ special element of X 
Tx time until the system starting from x is at ~ for the first 
time 
Consider a control system which is subject to a succession of break- 
downs. The behavior of such a control system may be thought of as 
follows. The system has an initial behavior until the first breakdown 
occurs. Then the system wanders from its desired behavior until it is 
repaired. Then it is guided back toward its desired behavior until the 
next breakdown occurs. The system continues on with a succession of 
inoperative wandering and operational controlled periods. 
In Sections I and I I  the following example of such a system will be 
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studied. The lengths the operative periods and the lengths of the in- 
operative periods will be assumed to be mutually independent random 
variables denoted respectively by u l ,  u2 , " "  and vl, v2 , . . . .  The 
degree of the systems deviation from its desired behavior will be thought 
of as divided into eountably many zones A0, A1, • • - . I t  will be as- 
sumed that the uncontrolled system can pass only from the zone it is 
in to the next higher zone, and the controlled system from the zone it 
is in to the next lower zone. It  will be assumed that the time the un- 
controlled system takes to wander across the j th  zone is a random 
variable we, and the time the controlled system takes to cross the j th 
zone is a constant T which does not depend on j. The random variables 
w~. will be assumed to be mutually independent and independent of the 
u~ and v~. The random variables u~, v,, and w; will be assumed to have 
exponential probability distributions, with respective parameters a, ~, 
and ~/ which do not depend on i. For a system satisfying the above 
assumptions let z( l)  denote the number of the zone the system is in at 
time t and x(t)  denote the time since the control system was last in- 
operative. Let F(t ,  k) equal the probability that the control system is 
inoperative at time t and z(t) = k. Let  G(t, k, a) denote the probability 
that the system is operative at time t, z(t)  = lc and x(t)  < a. 
In Section I the problem of determining F(t ,  k) and G(t, l~, a) is 
reduced to the solution of a system of second order linear differential 
difference quations with constant coefficients. Although these can be 
solved by standard methods carrying out the solution is an awkward 
computation and is not done. In Section I I  a condition for the existence 
of a stationary distribution is given and the stationary distribution is 
explicitly computed when it exists. In Section I I I a  general model for 
an intermittently operating control system is given and it is remarked 
that the asymptotic behavior of such a system may be deduced from 
theorems of Harris and Orey. 
SECTION I 
For a real number x let [x] denote the greatest integer less than or 
equal to x. Let k be a positive integer and a and Aa be positive numbers 
such that a < t and Aa < a -- j T  < T for some nonnegative integer j. 
The probability that z(t)  = /c, the system is controlled at time t, and 
a -- Aa < x(t )  < a equals the probability that z(t  - a) -- l~ ~ [aT-l], 
the system is uncontrolled at t -- a, a repair occurs at t - a + 0Aa for 
some 0, 0 < 0 < 1, and no breakdowns occur between t -- a + 0Aa and 
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t plus an error term which goes to zero as Aa approaches zero. The error 
term accounts for the possibility additional breakdowns and repairs 
occur in the interval t -- a to t -- a + Aa. 
I f  k = 0 the same statement holds with the exception that 
z(t -- a) = lc -[- [aT -z ] 
is replaced by z(t -- a) <= k -[- [aT-l]. These relations and the inde- 
pendence and exponential distributions of u i ,  vi, and w: imply the 
following relations can be written for F(t,  k) and G(t, k, a) : 
G(t, k, a) - G(t, k, a - Aa) 
= ~Aae-"aF(t -- a, k ~-- [aT-Z]) -~- o(Aa) (1) 
i l k  > 0, a ~ t, Aa > 0, andAa < a- - jT  ~ T forsomej .  
G(t, O, a) -- G(t, O, a - Aa) 
[aT--l] 
= ~Aae -~a ~ E( t - -  a , i )  + o(Aa) (2) 
i ra  ~ l, Aa > 0, andSa < a- - jT  ~ T forsomej .  
E(t  + At, k) = (1 -- -~At)(1 -- ~At)F(t ,  k) 
+ "yAtF(t, k -- 1) + aAtG(t, k, oo) + o(At) (3) 
i f k  > 0and At > 0 
F(t  -~- At, O) ---- (1 -- ~,At)(1 -- f lAt)F(t,  O) 
+ ~AIG(t, O, ~) + o(At) (4) 
if At > 0 
Equations (1) - (4)  imply F(t, k) is continuously differentiable with 
respect o t and that: 
[aT--11--1 f ($'+1) T 
G(t ,k ,a )  = . v~ JsT ~e-a~F(t -- x ,k  + j )  dx 
i ~e-~F( t  - x, k + [aT-~]) dx (5) a~._t] 
i ra  __< t/c ~ 0 
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G(t, 0, a) = ‘“TV-’ 47’ Be-“” 2 F(t - x, i) dx 
+ Jl,T8e-az [*g” F(t - z, i) ok (@ 
ifast 
G(t, k, a) = G(t, k, t) + G(0, k + [tT-‘1, a - t)e-‘* 
if a > I and k > 0 
(7) 
G(t, 0, a) = G(t, 0, t) + e-‘” Jz G(O, i a - t> 
ifa>f 
(8) 
2 F(t, k) = -(Y + a>F(t: k) + ~8’0, k - 1) + 01G(t, k, m) (9) 
ifL>O 
$ W, 0) = -(Y + @)F(t, 0) + AYt, 0, a> 00) 
Define aj by 
TttT-ll if j = 0 i 
aj = if 1 I j 5 [t!vj 
if j = [tT-‘] + 1 
and define H (t, k) by 
HO, k) = 0 if ItT-‘] < 1, 
H(t, lc) = pew”“P( t - 5, Ic + j) dx (11) 
+ e’-“*G(O, k f IO’-‘1, 00) 
if k > 0, [tT-*] g 1 
and 
H(t, 0) - 
‘*g” G(0, j, 00) 
if [cl?-‘] 2 1. 
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Then for all k => 0 
t - -T [ tT - I I  P 
G(t, t~, ~)  = H(t, k) A- ~ ~e-~F(t -- x, k~) dx 
"10 
(12) 
f; = t1(4 k) + e -~ ~e~F(y, k) dy [tm-~] 
Combining this with Eq. (9) gives 
dF( t ,  k) = --(1, -k ~)F(t, k) q- ~,F(t, -- 1) k 
f; + ~g(t,  k) + o~e -~ ¢e°~r(y, ~) dy (13) [tT--t] 
if/~ > 0 
Multiplying both sides of (13) by e ~ and differentiating gives 
d ~ d F(t, k) - ~ d ~(t, k - 1) dt ~ F(t, k) + (~ + ~ + ~) 
d H(t, lc) - a~,F(t, k) - a~/F(t, t~ - 1) - aSH(t, k) -- 0 (14) 
- -a~t  
A similar calculation shows that if k = 0 
d ~ d F(t, t~) 
d-~ F(t, k) + (~ + ~ + ~) d-t 
i lk  > 0. 
d H(t, k) -- a.yF(t, k) - a2H(t, k) = 0 
- -a~t  
(25) 
Note that H(t, k) depends only on the values of F(u, j )  for u < T[lT -~] 
and j <= k -~- [tT-~]. This enables F(t, l~) to be determined inductively 
in the following manner. If F(u, i) has been determined for u < j T  
and i <= k ~ j, H(t, k) is then defined forjT -_ t < (j ~- 1)T. Sub- 
stituting this into (14) and (15) reduces them to a system of second 
order nonhomogeneous differential difference quations with constant 
coefficients on the interval j T  < t < (j ~ 1) T. This together with the 
continuity of F(t, k) enabl.es (14) and (15) to be solved by standard 
methods on the intervaljT =< t < (j + 1)T. 
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SECT ION I I  
If F(0, k) and G(0, k, a) are such that the system is stationary denote 
F(t, k) and G(t, k, a) by F(k) and a(k, a). In this case Eqs. (5)-(10) 
reduce to 
[a2" - - l ] - - I  
G(k, a) --- flo~-~{1 -- e -~r} ~,  F(tc + j)e -~r  
j~0 
+ fla-~F(tc + [aT-~]){e -'~E~r-~J~ -- (16) e -aa2"} 
if k>0 
[a2"--l]--I j 
a(o, ~) = ~-~11 - ~-"~} ~ ~-°~ F(i) 
j=O i=0 
[,,2,-11 
+ fla-l{e -"ta~'-*jr -- e -"~} ~ F(i) (17) 
( ' y+~)E(k )  - - ' yF (k - -  1) + aG(k, ~)  i f k  > 0 (18) 
(~ + fl)F(0) = aG(O, ~) (19) 
Equation (16) implies 
G(k, ~)  -~ e"rG(k -- 1, ~)  -- Ba-l{e "T -- 1}F(k - 1) 
(20) 
Summing (17) gives 
00 
G(O, ~ ) = ~a-~-'~ F( j )e - ' r  
if k>-2  
Hence 
(21) 
a(1, ~) = {G(O, ~)  -- ~a-lF(O)}{e "r -- 1} 
Let f(z) and g(z) be the generating functions f(z) = 
and e(z) -- ~=0 G(j, ~ ) z ~. 
A computation using (18), (19), (20), (21), and (22) shows that 
f(z) = ,~C(o, ~)(.y + ~ - z.ye"r) -1 
(23) 
g(z)  = G(O, ~) ( .y  + ~ - .yz)(.y + ~ - zve"2") -~ 
Since the existence of the stationary probabilities F(k) and G(k, ~)  
imply f and g are defined and bounded for ] z 1 < I a necessary condition 
(22) 
~j~o r ( j ) z  ~ 
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for the existence of a stationary distribution is
(3' -F ~)'Y--le--~'r > 1. 
Define the random variable, "the number of zones crossed during 
the ith operative period" by [u,T-1]. Written in the form 
~fl-1 < (e "r _ 1)-~ 
it can be seen that the above condition is that the expected number of 
zones crossed during an inoperative period is less than the expected 
number of zones crossed uring an operative period. 
The condition that f(1) -{- g(1) = 1 implies that 
G(O, oo) = (~ + ~ - ~e "~) (~ + ~)- l .  
Gathering together the preceeding work it is seen that if 
~fl-~ < (e "~ _ 1) -~, 
the stationary equations for the control process have a solution which 
is a probability distribution. The probability distribution is given by: 
F(k) = a(a  -F ~)-~(3' -F ~ - ~e "r) (3' + ~)--(k+l)q'keakT 
[aT- -1]_ l  
G(k, a) ~- f~a-i{1 -- e -"T} ~ F(k --~ j)e -a3T 
]=o 
+ #a-~F(k + [aT- l ] ){e- . t . r -~l  r _ e-.~r} if k > 0 
G(O, a) = f~a-l{1 - e -"r} 
[a~, - i ] _ l  )" 
--a3"T e ~ F(i) 
y~O i=O 
[aT - I  l 
e ~"r} ~ F(i) 
i=O 
_}_ fl -l{e-.[ar-q v _ _  
SECTION JII 
In this part a brief discussion of a general model for a control system 
with breakdown and repair will be given. The model for the control 
system is patterned after the analogous definition of regenerative 
processes given by Smith (1958). In order to be brief the usual state- 
men~s about various functions being measurable with respect to various 
Borel fields and various spaces having properly chosen Borel fields of 
subsets will be left to be supplied by the reader. 
Let X be an abstract space, and F the collection of all measurable 
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functions from the nonnegative r al numbers R + to X. Let f~ = R + X F 
be the cartesian product of R + and F. Let X~ = (y~, f . ( . ) ) ,  n = 
0, 1, 2, --.  be a Markov process with state space ~ such that if 
Pn(~, A) = Pr{X,+~eA IX ,  = o~} 
then 
P2m_~(oa, A) = P,(oo, A)  and P2~(~, A) -- P2(w, A) 
fo rm = 1 ,2 , - - -  . 
Define S~ and N(t )  by 
S~ = ~y l  and N(t)  = max{n:S~ =< t}. 
Define z(t) by 
z(t) = fN(t)(t -- SN(,)). 
The random variables z(t) give the behavior of an intermittently 
operating control system in the following manner. For times t in the 
time interval 0 <_- t < yl the deviation from the desired behavior of the 
control system is given byf0(t),  for times yl < t < yl q- y2 the deviation 
from the desired behavior of the control system is given by f l ( t  -- YI) 
and so on. The random variable y0 is the time until the first breakdown 
after time 0 (the system may be inoperative or operative at time 0) 
and fo(t) gives the initial behavior of the system until the first break- 
down after time 0. The transition probability P~(~o, A) describes the 
behavior of the uncontrolled system and the transition probability 
P~(~, A)  describes the behavior of the controlled system. 
Let ¢ be an element of the abstract space X so that if the deviation 
from the desired behavior of the system is ¢ the system is operating 
with the desired behavior. Let T~ be the extended real valued random 
variables defined by 
T~ = {inft : t  > 0, z(t) =¢lz (O)  = x}. 
For processes for which the expected value of T~ is finite for all x e X. 
I t  can be deduced from theorems of Harris (1956) and Orey (1961), 
under very slight restrictions on the transition probabilities, that no 
matter what the initial distribution of X0 is, the z(t) process has a 
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stationary distribution and the probability distribution of z(t) con- 
verges to this distribution as t becomes infinite. 
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